Gemini T RGB Glass-Wing Mid-Tower

**Features**

- **Trellux RGB Lighting:** Convenient upgrades and maintenance. Trelux RGB system with sync from motherboard.
- **Up to Three Radiators:** Max. length 360mm (front radiator max. 360mm, side radiator max. 120mm x 2).
- **Up to Seven Fans:** 7+2.
- **Gull-Wing Opening Tempered Glass Side Panels:** Enhances aesthetics.
- **Intelligent Cooling Design:** Frontal vents 
  - Two big frontal vents with detachable filters guarantee a clear air intake.
  - Two side vents with removable filters help keep dust out.
- **Galaxy Rear Design:** Aesthetics and cooling.
- **Smart Temperatures:** Up to 7 fans with smart temperature control.
- **Up to Two Radiators:** (Choose either of front or side to install radiators).
- **Case Dimensions:** 272 x 425 x 477 mm (W/THK/SHPL).
- **Maximum PSU Length:** 200mm / 7.9inch.
- **Motherboard Type:** Standard ATX (PS2PSU).
- **Water Cooling Radiator Support:** Radiator (Max. 360mm). (optional, purchased separately).
- **Slot cover:** Included.
- **I/O Panel:** USB 3.1 TYPE C, USB 3.0 HD AUDIO, POWER, POWER SW, POWER LED.
- **Support for Type-C:** Support for Type-C.
- **Cable Management:** Tidy.

**Specifications may vary depending on the country or region of sale.**

**Assembly Drawing**

**Global Warranty Policy**

**POWER SW** **POWER LED** **LIGHTING CONTROL**

**Installing the Front I/O Connectors**

**CONTROL**

**Power button / RGB Control Button**

**Type-C, USB3.0 x 2, Mic x 3, Audio x 1**

**3.5” HDD trays**

**2 x 140 / 3 x 120mm fans for front panel U-F**

**1 x 120mm fan for rear panel (1 x 120mm fan pre-installed)**

**1 x 200mm fan for side panel (optional, purchased separately)**

**Thumb screws**

**Fan filters to prevent dust from getting into the chassis**

**Gull-Wing Opening Tempered Glass Side Panels**

**Power supply cover**

**Vented slots**

**Slot cover**

**2.5” HDD/SSD trays**

**USB 3.1 TYPE C**

**USB 3.0 HD AUDIO**

**POWER**

**GLOBAL WARRANTY POLICY**

**Warranty Period for COUGAR Gaming Devices**

- **1 Year**

**This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights granted under local law. This rights may vary. Only for electrical components.**
Gemini T's Trelux lighting system offers you several ways to control it:

1. **Lighting Mode Indicator**
   - Please ensure you are using the 5V Addressable RGB Adaptor.
   - Note: When using the Trelux lighting in the second or third modes, the lighting control button will have no functionality assigned to it.

2. **Second Mode: Motherboard Synchronization**
   - Second, you can use the included adaptor (see picture below) to connect the Trelux system to a compatible motherboard's 5-pin 5V Addressable RGB header and enjoy system-wide RGB synchronization.

3. **Third Mode: Core Box v2**
   - You can also benefit from integrated control of Gemini T's Trelux lighting system, up to eight fans and two RGB LED Strips by connecting the case with the included adaptor to a COUGAR Core Box v2 (sold separately).

**First Mode: Lighting Button**
- You can use the front panel’s dedicated button to switch between the fourteen beautiful lighting effects we have preset for you.

**Up to three fans and radiators**
- Choose either of Front or Right Side to install fans and radiators.